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The insect central complex and the neural basis of
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ABSTRACT
Oriented behaviour is present in almost all animals, indicating that it is
an ancient feature that has emerged from animal brains hundreds of
millions of years ago. Although many complex navigation strategies
have been described, each strategy can be broken down into a series
of elementary navigational decisions. In each moment in time, an
animal has to compare its current heading with its desired direction
and compensate for any mismatch by producing a steering response
either to the right or to the left. Different from reflex-drivenmovements,
target-directed navigation is not only initiated in response to sensory
input, but also takes into account previous experience and
motivational state. Once a series of elementary decisions are
chained together to form one of many coherent navigation
strategies, the animal can pursue a navigational target, e.g. a food
source, a nest entrance or a constant flight direction during
migrations. Insects show a great variety of complex navigation
behaviours and, owing to their small brains, the pursuit of the neural
circuits controlling navigation has made substantial progress over the
last years. A brain region as ancient as insects themselves, called
the central complex, has emerged as the likely navigation centre of
the brain. Research across many species has shown that the central
complex contains the circuitry that might comprise the neural
substrate of elementary navigational decisions. Although this region
is also involved in a wide range of other functions, we hypothesize in
this Review that its role in mediating the animal’s next move during
target-directed behaviour is its ancestral function, around which other
functions have been layered over the course of evolution.

KEY WORDS: Neuroanatomy, Insect brain, Motor control,
Navigation, Sensory integration

Introduction
A defining feature of animals is their ability to move. Movements
range from reflex-driven escape responses to highly optimized
foraging trips in complex environments. All oriented movements
that are not solely controlled by reflexes are considered navigational
behaviours for the purpose of this Review. Irrespective of whether
these behaviours last for seconds, hours or months, they have in
common that they are directed towards either a transient or a stable
navigational target. This target can be a randomly chosen heading
relative to a landmark or compass direction, an inherited migratory
bearing, a food stimulus or the site of an animal’s nest (Heinze,
2017). Although diverse strategies can be used to generate a
coherent, target-directed navigation behaviour, for each of them
an animal has to internally define a desired direction. To be able to

align its body with this direction, it additionally has to establish its
own heading angle. If the two directions do not match, a body turn
has to be initiated to compensate for the difference.

Although this basic idea applies to most animals, insects have
proven to be powerful model species to illuminate the underlying
behavioural and neural principles. This can be attributed to the rich
repertoire of sophisticated navigation behaviours that insects
achieve despite their comparably simple brains. The insect brain
is uniquely accessible for detailed functional and anatomical
examination at the level of single cells, neural circuits and entire
brain regions. Large strides have thus been made recently to uncover
the neural basis of navigation in a range of species, findings that can
now be related to the results from decades of behavioural work.

A brain region called the central complex (CX) has shifted into
the focus of this work and has gained the status of the navigation
centre of insect brains (Pfeiffer and Homberg, 2014; Turner-Evans
and Jayaraman, 2016; Heinze, 2017). Whereas navigational control
is clearly not the only function of the CX, we propose the idea that
the neural circuits responsible for fundamental navigation decisions
might represent the ancestral role of this brain region, to which
secondary functions have been subsequently added in response to
increasingly complex demands of different species’ ecologies.

The central complex
The CX is a unique midline neuropil found in all insects examined to
date. It originated more than 400 million years ago and has changed
intriguingly little over all this time (Homberg, 2008; Strausfeld,
2009). In all species, it consists of the fan-shaped body and ellipsoid
body (FB and EB; for alterative names, see Box 1), the protocerebral
bridge (PB) and a pair of noduli (Pfeiffer and Homberg, 2014;
Strausfeld, 2012). A characteristic feature of the CX is its highly
regular neuroarchitecture consisting of 16–18 vertical columns
intersected by horizontal layers (Heinze and Homberg, 2008;
Homberg, 2008; Williams, 1975; Wolff et al., 2015; Lin et al.,
2013). Tangential cells provide input to entire horizontal layers of
each CX neuropil from a great variety of brain regions (Fig. 1C).
Different types of columnar cells innervate single columns and, with
each cell type existing in sets of eight to nine individual neurons per
hemisphere, in principle one for each column (e.g. Heinze and
Homberg, 2008; Wolff and Rubin, 2018) (Fig. 1D). They link single
PB columns with corresponding columns in either the FB or the EB,
thereby producing a stereotypical, interhemispheric projection matrix
(Fig. 1D). The main output pathway connecting the CX to
downstream brain centres is also composed of large columnar cells
projecting to the lateral accessory lobes (LAL; Franconville et al.,
2018; Heinze and Homberg, 2008; Heinze et al., 2013).

As is required for navigational control, the CX has a variety of
sensory inputs. The coding of celestial compass cues has been most
thoroughly investigated, but neurons of the CX also respond to
mechanosensory information from the antennae and wings, visual
features of the environment, as well as large-field motion cues. Yet,
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the CX is not primarily a sensory brain region, but has long been
known to be involved in locomotor control (Strausfeld, 1999;
Strauss and Heisenberg, 1993). Evidence was obtained from
Drosophila mutants with structural CX defects and associated
locomotor deficiencies (Strauss, 2002; Triphan et al., 2010), as well
as from surgical lesions, electrophysiological recordings and
injection of electrical current in behaving cockroaches (Harley
and Ritzmann, 2010; Ridgel et al., 2007; Bender et al., 2010; Guo
and Ritzmann, 2013; Martin et al., 2015). The latter experiments
established a causal relationship between CX activity and control of
specific movements of the animals.
In addition to sensory-motor integration, the CX is instrumental

for a range of other phenomena. The Drosophila CX is required for
spatial working memory during navigation tasks (Ofstad et al.,
2011; Neuser et al., 2008). Changes in properties of CX responses
according to the animal’s behavioural and motivational state were
found in Drosophila (Weir and Dickinson, 2015; Weir et al., 2014)
and cockroaches (Martin et al., 2015). Additionally, the insect’s
arousal level affects whether CX output leads to motor action, as
shown by data on sleep control and gating of locomotor behaviour
in the Drosophila CX (Donlea et al., 2018). Finally, the CX plays
a direct role in sensing the nutritional state of the animal
(in Drosophila; Park et al., 2016) and encodes memory of
behaviourally relevant (aversive) visual shapes (Liu et al., 2006).

Navigational decisions as a common framework for CX
function
How can all these data be aligned within a common framework of
CX function? As outlined above, a comparison between the desired
heading and the current body orientation is essential for all planned,
targeted behaviours. If these two angles do not align, compensatory
steering decisions have to be generated. These elementary
navigational decisions have to be carried out on a moment-to-
moment basis and are independent of the overall navigation strategy.
If this hypothesis is true, navigation strategies should only differ in
the way the intended heading is computed and in the sensory
information used to compute the current heading. The identical

basic circuit could thus mediate all navigation behaviours, with
slight modifications adjusting for subtly different demands of
specific strategies. Additionally, whether a sensory input is selected
as a potential target for navigation during this elementary decision
process can be expected to depend on the animal’s motivational
state and its previous experience – features that attach relevance to
sensory information. In light of this hypothesis, we will review
diverse behavioural strategies and the role of the CX circuits in
mediating them in the following sections.

Behavioural strategies
Straight-line orientation
Ball-rolling dung beetles depend on moving along a straight course
(Byrne et al., 2003). They shape their dung balls when they arrive at
a dung pile and have to escape this area of fierce competition as
quickly as possible to permanently secure their ball as a food
reservoir. The most efficient way to get away from the dung pile is to
roll along a straight course in a randomly chosen direction (Fig. 2A)
(Byrne et al., 2003; el Jundi et al., 2016). Yet, this seemingly simple
task is far from trivial. Without external reference, any animal,
including humans, will very quickly walk in circles (Cheung et al.,
2007). Indeed, a variety of celestial cues keep these beetles on a
straight path. They not only use the Sun (Dacke et al., 2014) and the
skylight polarization pattern (el Jundi et al., 2014b), but also the
skylight intensity gradient (el Jundi et al., 2014b) and the spectral
gradient (el Jundi et al., 2015a). Nocturnal species use the Moon
(Dacke et al., 2004), the nocturnal polarization pattern (Dacke et al.,
2003) and the Milky Way (Dacke et al., 2013) to keep their ball-
rolling trajectories straight. Similarly to dung beetles, Drosophila
was recently shown to follow straight courses in randomly chosen
directions relative to a simulated sun (Giraldo et al., 2018) or a stable
landmark (Green et al., 2018 preprint). In both insects, this
behaviour depends on a functioning CX.

Long-distance migration
Long-distance migrations are seasonal movements of animals from
one region to another to escape unfavourable conditions in their
habitat. Although this strategy is vastly different from the dung
beetle’s rolling behaviour in terms of both geographical and temporal
scale, both involve following a straight course until an animal reaches
the anticipated favourable conditions, without the need to measure
distance. The basic navigation decisions at each moment in time are
thus similar between the strategies. A key difference is, however,
that the direction of migration is not randomly chosen, but
genetically fixed across the entire population of migrating animals
within a species. The best-described long-distance migrators
among insects are the monarch butterfly (Danaus plexippus)
(Reppert and de Roode, 2018), the bogong moth (Agrotis infusa)
(Warrant et al., 2016) and the desert locust (Schistocerca gregaria)
(Homberg, 2015) (Fig. 2C). Indeed, in all three species, the CX has
been implicated in processing navigation-relevant sensory
information. Although much of the evidence for the involvement
of the CX has resulted from locust studies (reviewed in Homberg
et al., 2011), the migratory patterns of this species are less well
understood than those of the monarch butterfly or the bogong
moth, with locust swarms often migrating downwind rather than
towards a specific target (Homberg, 2015).

Migrating over thousands of kilometres to a specific region is
challenging. First, the migratory heading needs to be followed
precisely, as any deviation would mean missing the target. Second,
after weeks of following their migratory heading, the insects have to
stop close to the target area to find their precise resting site – certain

List of abbreviations
AOTU anterior optic tubercle
AOTU-LUC lower unit complex of the anterior optic tubercle
AOTU-UU upper unit of the anterior optic tubercle
BU bulb
CX central complex
DRA dorsal rim area
DRME dorsal rim medulla
EB ellipsoid body
FB fan-shaped body
GA gall
GNG gnathal ganglion
INP inferior neuropil
LAL lateral accessory lobe
LLAL lower lateral accessory lobe
LU lower unit
NO noduli
NU nodular unit
PB protocerebral bridge
PLP posterior lateral protocerebrum
Pon pontine neuron
SNP superior neuropil
ULAL upper lateral accessory lobe
UU upper unit
VMNP ventromedial neuropils
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mountain tops in the case of the monarch butterfly (Merlin et al.,
2012) and specific alpine caves for the bogong moth (Warrant et al.,
2016). It is unknown what triggers the switch between the long-
range migratory behaviour and the short-distance searching
behaviour. Although both species might use olfactory cues to find
their target sites, concrete evidence supporting this hypothesis is
still lacking and neural work has focused on the long-range
component of migration.

Path integration
Different from the previous two behaviours, finding the way back to
a place of origin (homing) requires distance tracking in addition to
directional information. Path integration is a computational strategy
that enables homing. During path integration, direction and distance
information are continuously integrated to update the animal’s
internal estimate of its current position in relation to a fixed origin.
Arthropods, especially central-place foraging hymenopterans such
as ants and bees, have long been known to use this strategy for

returning home in a straight line after a tortuous outbound trip to
find food (Fig. 2E) (for a review, see e.g. Heinze, et al., 2018;
Wehner and Srinivasan, 2003). Recently, path integration was found
to also occur without the context of homing, when Drosophila was
shown to use it for returning back to a food source after performing
short exploratory excursions (Kim and Dickinson, 2017).

The internal estimate of the animal’s position with respect to an
origin contains information about the shortest path to that point, i.e.
the home vector. It is computed by continually integrating
memories of the distances travelled in each direction during the
outbound trip (Fig. 2E) (Wehner and Srinivasan, 2003; Heinze
et al., 2018). The directional component of the home vector
becomes the desired heading as soon as an insect on a foraging trip
has found enough food to warrant carrying it back to the nest. The
path integrator thus switches from ‘accumulating’ to ‘following’.
Once the end of the vector has been reached, a systematic search for
the nest entrance is initiated (Fig. 2E). Search behaviour is key for
successful homing, as it compensates for the errors accumulated

Box 1. Nomenclature of CX neuropils and neurons across insect species
All neuropils of the central complex clearly correspond betweenDrosophila (iii) and other insects, with the central body upper unit (CBU) being equivalent to
the fan-shaped body (FB) and the central body lower unit (CBL) matching the ellipsoid body (EB). For the associated neuropils of the lateral complex, the
correspondence is not completely obvious. Whereas the gall (GA) and the bulb (BU) are easily identified in most insects (GA reduced in locusts; BU often
consisting of several parts), the lateral accessory lobe (LAL) appears to contain parts of the crepine (CRE) region ofDrosophila in other insects. In locusts (i),
all or most of the upper LAL (ULAL) seems to correspond to the fly’s CRE, whereas in moths and butterflies (ii) the parts of the LAL immediately surrounding
the mushroom body medial lobe likely correspond to parts of the CRE. This correspondence on the level of brain regions can be extended to the identity of
single neuron types and names of identified homologues across species are given in the table below.

For comprehensiveness, discontinued, former names of neuropils are shown in brackets. Images in (i) and (ii) are from www.insectbraindb.org; data are
from el Jundi et al. (2009) (locust) and de Vries et al. (2017) (bogong moth). Drosophila data are courtesy of Arnim Jenett (Tefor Core Facility, Université
Paris-Saclay, France). BU, bulb; CBL, central body lower unit; CBU, central body upper unit; CRE, crepine; EB, ellipsoid body; FB, fan-shaped body; GA,
gall; LAL, lateral accessory lobe; LBU, lateral bulb; LLAL, lower LAL; MBU, medial bulb; NO, noduli; PB, protocerebral bridge; ULAL, upper LAL.

Moth/butterfly

CBU
CBL

LAL NO

BU

GA

PB

(ii)

a

p
m

l

d

v

Locust

CBU

CBLULAL

LLAL

MBU (medial olive)

NO

PB

LBU
(lateral triangle)

(i)

a

p
m

l

d

v

Drosophila

FB

EB

CRE

LAL 
(ventral body)

GA

PB

NO

BU
(lateral triangle)

(iii)

a

p
m

l

d

v

Neuron type names

Drosophila

Other insects Consensus name Alternative name Systematic name (Wolff et al., 2018)

TL2, TL3 R neurons Ring neurons n.d.
TN1,TN2 L-N,L-NA LAL.s-NO3P/Mi.b, LAL.s-NO3Ai.b
CL1a E-PG Wedge neuron PBG1-8.b-EBw.s-D/V GA.b
CL1b P-EG PBG1-9.s-EBt.b-D/V GA.b
CL2 P-EN Tile neuron PBG2-9.s-EBt.b-NO1.b
TB1 Delta7‡ PB intrinsic neuron PB18.s-GxΔ7Gy.b
CPU1a/b-type1 P-F-R* Horizontal fibre system PBG1-8.s-FBℓ3,4,5.s.b-ROB.b
CPU1-type2§ PF-LC* Horizontal fibre system PBG1-7.s-FBℓ2.s-LAL.b-CRE.b
CPU4 P-FN e.g. PBG2-9.s-FBl1.b-NO3P.b
CPU2 n.d. PB-FBc,d,e,f-IL+R-HB-medial

¶ n.d.

*Likely correspondence; difficult as Drosophila targets of these cells are not easily found in other insects.
‡In insects with a posterior optic tubercle, these cells have a sidebranch in this neuropil.
§So far only described in monarch butterflies (Heinze et al., 2013) and bogong moths (de Vries et al., 2017).
¶Identified only in Lin et al. (2013).
n.d., not determined.
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during path integration (Cheng et al., 1999; Wehner and Srinivasan,
1981; Heinze et al., 2018).
Behavioural readouts, e.g. homing flights, search behaviour and

the honeybee waggle dance (Fig. 2E,F), are visible manifestations of
the internal position estimates acquired via path integration. Through
studying these behaviours in bees and ants, we have gained
substantial insight into the nature of the insect’s path integrator.
Directional (compass) information is obtained by observing celestial
cues (Fig. 2E,F) (Evangelista et al., 2014;Wehner andMüller, 2006),
generating an internal reference frame in global coordinates. By

accumulating optic flow, i.e. the apparent movement of the
environment across the retina resulting from self-motion, during
flight, bees also derive distance information from visual information
(Esch and Burns, 1996; Srinivasan et al., 2000). In contrast, the
pedestrian ants primarily use a step integrator for estimating distance
(Wittlinger et al., 2006).

Visual route following
One feature shared between all previously described navigation
strategies is that they do not involve long-term memory. The target

Diptera

Lepidoptera

Coleoptera

Hymenoptera

Blattodea

Schistocerca gregaria

Ryparobia maderae

Megalopta genalis

Scarabaeus lamarcki

Agrotis infusa

Odonata
Ephemeroptera
Zoraptera
Dermaptera
Plecoptera
Orthoptera
Mantophasmatodea
Grylloblattodea
Embioptera
Phasmatodea
Mantodea

Isoptera
Thysanoptera
Sternorrhyncha
Heteroptera
Coleorryncha
Auchenorryncha
Psocodea

Raphidioptera
Megaloptera
Neuroptera
Strepsiptera

Trichoptera

Shiphonaptera
Mecoptera

NO

EB

FB

PB

Drosophila

A B

C D

L8

L7
L6 L5 L4 L3 L2 L1

NO LAL

FB

PB

R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6
R7

R8

LAL
LAL

BU

FB

EB

NO

PB

SNP

INP

VMNP

GA

PLP
CPU1

LAL

N

VMN

GA

P

A

NP

SNP

INP

LAL

VMNP

PLP

L

CL1a

L8

L7
L6 L5 L4 L3 L2 L1 R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6

R7

R8

EB

PB

GA GA

Fig. 1. Anatomy of the central complex (CX). (A) Location of the CX (colour) in the insect brain (the sweat bee Megalopta genalis, from Stone et al.,
2017). Image source: www.insectbraindb.org. (B) The CX is conserved across a wide range of insects. Data are from el Jundi et al. (2009) (locust), Wei et al.
(2010) (cockroach), Stone et al. (2017) (sweat bee), Immonen et al. (2017) (dung beetle), de Vries et al. (2017) (bogong moth) and Jenett et al. (2012)
(Drosophila). Images are from www.insectbraindb.org for all species except the cockroach and Drosophila. (C) Input pathways to the different CX components.
Input to the protocerebral bridge (PB), ellipsoid body (EB) and noduli (NO) is shown on the left side, while fan-shaped body (FB) input is shown on the right.
(D) Columnar neurons form highly stereotypical intrinsic connections between the PB and the FB/EB. Note that different cell types form projection patterns that
are shifted with respect to one another, so that identical PB columns are mapped to different FB/EB columns. Based on locusts and the monarch butterfly
(Heinze and Homberg, 2008; Heinze et al., 2013). BU, bulb; GA, gall; INP, inferior neuropil; LAL, lateral accessory lobe; PLP, posterior lateral protocerebrum;
SNP, superior neuropil; VMNP, ventromedial neuropil.
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Fig. 2. See next page for legend.
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direction is either inherited (long-distance migrants) or it is maintained
for a short time only, indicating that the information is stored in
working memory. The latter applies to the home vector during path
integration as well as to the direction of ball rolling that a dung beetle
chooses for a particular trip. Yet, there are other navigation behaviours
that require long-term memory (Collett and Collett, 2002). The most
prominent such strategy is route following, using landmarks or visual
snapshots (Collett, 2010; Zeil et al., 2014). Like path integration, route
following is used for homing in hymenopterans (ants, bees and wasps)
and many species rely on a combination of both strategies to return to
the nest (Collett, 2012). Particularly in landmark-rich environments,
these insects learn the arrangement of visual features along the
foraging path (Narendra, 2007; Narendra et al., 2013). The established
routes are stable over time and override information from path
integration, especially close to the nest (Wystrach et al., 2015;Wehner
et al., 1996; Kohler and Wehner, 2005). The memory of such routes
likely comprises snapshots of the visual panorama around the nest and
along the taken path, which are matched to the currently perceived
visual input (Fig. 2G,H) (Zeil et al., 2014). By attempting tomaximize
the match between the current view and the memorized view, the
insect can follow a valley of minimal image difference and thus locate
home using a familiar route (Zeil et al., 2003).

Directional information in the central complex – the internal
compass
One piece of information that is required for all of the described
strategies is directional input that is used to compute the body
orientation with respect to the environment. Across locusts,
butterflies, beetles, flies and bees, this direction coding involves
highly conserved brain regions: the anterior optic tubercle (AOTU),
the lateral complex and the CX (Fig. 3A–E). Many neurons in these
regions are tuned to celestial compass cues and indicate the animal’s
azimuth by modulating their firing rates (Homberg et al., 2011;
Heinze and Reppert, 2011; Stone et al., 2017; el Jundi et al., 2015b).
In flies, visual landmarks (Seelig and Jayaraman, 2013), rotational
optic flow and non-visual angular velocity cues (Green et al., 2017;
Turner-Evans et al., 2017) were shown to mediate direction coding
in neurons homologous to the sky compass neurons. Although
cockroach neurons were recorded that responded similarly to those
of flies, their morphological identity has not yet been identified

(Varga and Ritzmann, 2016). Importantly, allothetic (external) cues
are represented in the CX at the same time as idiothetic (internally
generated) cues, suggesting that diverse sources of information
are continuously integrated to generate a robust representation of
body orientation.

Neurons of the compass pathway upstream of the CX (Fig. 3A)
already encode heading based on multiple celestial cues in an
integrated way, such as the position of the Sun combined with the
skylight polarization pattern (Heinze and Reppert, 2011; el Jundi
et al., 2014a,b; Pegel et al., 2018) or polarized light combined with
spectral information (Pfeiffer and Homberg, 2007). This use of
several, partly redundant visual compass cues likely increases the
accuracy of the heading estimate. Additionally, shown via
behavioural studies, the geomagnetic field is used by migratory
butterflies (Guerra et al., 2014), ants (Fleischmann et al., 2018) and
moths (Dreyer et al., 2018), information that might feed into the same
circuit. In bogongmoths, magnetic fields are used in conjunctionwith
visual landmark cues, suggesting that the integration of multiple
sensory modalities indeed provides an advantage when elaborate
navigation abilities are required (Dreyer et al., 2018).

After directional information reaches the CX, it is translated into a
coordinated activity pattern across a population of columnar neurons
connecting the EBwith the PB (E-PG cells), yielding a single activity
bump across the width of both structures that tracks the animal’s
current heading (Seelig and Jayaraman, 2015). Each of the eight PB
columns in each hemisphere thus represents one azimuth direction,
together tiling the entire horizon and conveying meaning to the
regular, columnar neuroarchitecture (Fig. 3G). In flies, this heading
signal was found to be tethered to visual features of the environment,
i.e. provide directional reference based on local cues (Seelig and
Jayaraman, 2015). In migratory locusts, a similar mapping of
directions was found in PB neurons tuned to polarized skylight, thus
indicating a heading code rooted in a global, Sun-based reference
frame (Heinze andHomberg, 2007). Different from flies, in which the
zero-point of the direction map (phase) shifts arbitrarily between
individuals and experiments, the polarized-light-based direction map
in locusts is identical across individuals. Flies therefore appear to
remap their compass based on local cues in each new environment,
whereas locusts appear to possess a fixed reference frame (Fig. 3G).

Although the heading direction activity bump is linked to external
cues, in Drosophila and cockroaches, corresponding activity was
also detected in darkness, revealing that idiothetic rotational cues
can also be used to generate and update the position of the observed
activity bump (Green et al., 2017; Turner-Evans et al., 2017).
Angular movement of the animal in one direction yields increased
activity in columnar cells called P-EN neurons in one hemisphere of
the PB. Between the PB and EB, these cells are recurrently
connected with the E-PG cells, and an offset in the columnar
projections between both cell types (Wolff et al., 2015) leads to a
shift of the activity-bump position along the heading map, whenever
the activity of P-EN cells in one hemisphere exceeds that in the other
hemisphere (Fig. 3H). Owing to the excitatory recurrence between
E-PG and P-EN cells that underlies this bump shifting, inhibition is
required to prevent the excitation from spreading through all CX
columns. Indeed, in Drosophila, global inhibition, likely mediated
via Delta7 cells (Franconville et al., 2018), is combined with local
recurrent excitation to form a ring attractor circuit (Kim et al., 2017).
Although this circuit allows for tracking the fly’s angular
movements even in darkness, it does not yet explain how external
directional cues are integrated with idiothetic rotation cues.

Integration of external cues is essential to avoid the accumulation
of errors resulting from continuous estimate of body rotations

Fig. 2. Insect navigation behaviours. (A) Ball-rolling dung beetles use
celestial cues for choosing a random travel direction. Left: illustration of
behaviour; right: rolling directions are random with respect to the Sun (data
from Byrne et al., 2003). (B) During a circular dance on the dung ball, these
beetles take a snapshot of the celestial cue constellation to decide on a rolling
direction. Beetle images in A and B courtesy of B. el Jundi and M. Dacke.
(C) Monarch butterfly and bogong moth migratory routes. Both insects fly
over 1000 km from their breeding grounds to the wintering/summering sites.
(D) When navigating by celestial cues, migrating insects need to compensate
for the time of day. (E) A honeybee foraging flight with navigation-relevant
visual cues used to compute a vector representation of the hive’s position
(path integration). Orange triangle: hive. Looping pattern at the end of inbound
flight: systematic search to locate nest entrance. Flight track adapted from
Degen et al. (2016). (F) Skylight polarization is an ambiguous directional cue.
Bees communicate their directional knowledge from the outbound flight
(top panels) via the waggle dance (bottom panels). Dance distributions are
bidirectional when only polarized light cues are available (adapted from
Evangelista et al., 2014). (G) Image matching, as performed by ants in rich
visual environments (Collett et al., 2013), is used for following habitual routes.
A series of snapshots of the visual panorama are compared with current
views and both are brought to a best match via body rotations (Zeil, 2012).
(H) Landmark-based navigation uses salient visual features independent of
the surrounding panorama in a similar way to overall image matching. G and H
are adapted from Heinze (2017).
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Fig. 3. See next page for legend.
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(Cheung et al., 2007). Without allothetic calibration, the described
Drosophila circuit by itself cannot be used for tracking body angles
for path integration over distances relevant to bee homing (Heinze
et al., 2018) or for long-range migration.
Even though the systematic mapping of headings in the PB found

in locusts andDrosophila has not yet been extended to other insects,
all the major neuron types identified as components of the compass
circuit across the different CX neuropils (TL, CL, TB1 and CPU1
neurons) also exist in dung beetles (el Jundi et al., 2015b), monarch
butterflies (Heinze and Reppert, 2011) and bees (Stone et al., 2017).
As these cells resemble their locust counterparts in great detail
(Fig. 3F), it seems likely that the ordered heading representation in
the PB columns is conserved across insects. If true, this general
encoding of body orientation solves the fundamental problem of
representing the current heading of the animal. How is this direction
code combined with other information and, ultimately, used to drive
concrete navigation behaviours?

Integrating directions and distance
How the current heading representation is integrated with other
information is not known. However, examining path integration in
bees with a combination of electrophysiology, anatomy and
modelling has led to a testable hypothesis about neural circuit
mechanisms downstream of the described heading encoding. For
path integration, information about the animal’s forward velocity
has to be combined with heading information (Srinivasan, 2015). In
the tropical bee Megalopta, optic-flow-based speed signals were
shown to arrive at the CX via two types of noduli neurons (TN
neurons; Fig. 4A), revealing that optic flow converges with compass
information in the CX (Stone et al., 2017). While one type is
inhibited by simulated forward flight and excited by simulated
backward flight, the other behaves the opposite way (Fig. 4B).
Together, the detailed response characteristics of these cells
(Fig. 4C) allow the faithful encoding of holonomic movements,
i.e. bee-typical movements during which the movement direction is
misaligned with body orientation.
The converging distance and direction information must be

continuously integrated and stored to generate a path integration
memory. Anatomical data suggest a columnar cell type of the FB,
the CPU4 neurons, as neural substrate for this integration (P-FN in
Drosophila) (Stone et al., 2017). These neurons have arborizations

in the PB, the noduli and the FB (Fig. 4A), an anatomy that, in
theory, could allow compass information from the PB and optic
flow information from the noduli to reach these cells. Direct
synaptic contacts between TN ‘speed’ neurons and fibres likely
belonging to CPU4 cells in the noduli (Stone et al., 2017),
combined with reported polarized-light responses in locust CPU4
cells (Heinze and Homberg, 2009), support this hypothesis.
Dendritic arbours overlapping with CPU4 output branches
suggest the main CX output cells (CPU1 cells; PF-LC cells in
Drosophila) as principal targets of these cells.

To generate an activity-based working memory by accumulating
optic flow over time, Stone et al. (2017) postulate recurrent
connectivity between the PB and noduli between all CPU4 cells of
one column. To gain sufficient capacity for encoding and
maintaining accumulated neural activity, a large number of
neurons would be needed. Supporting this idea, each CX column
in the bumblebee (Bombus terrestris) contains at least 18 individual
CPU4 neurons (Stone et al., 2017). In the model, TB1 direction cells
directly inhibit the proposed memory cells (CPU4), which
additionally receive speed input in the noduli. The least inhibited
memory cells can thus accumulate optic-flow-based speed
information. Across the CPU4 population, such a hypothetical
memory mechanism would yield an array of direction-locked
odometers (Figs 5B,C and 6A). Throughout any foraging trip, the
population of these cells could thus encode distance and direction of
the animal with respect to the nest (the home vector) as a pattern of
neural activity distributed across the FB columns.

Towards a general concept of encoding desired headings
How generally applicable is the outlined representation of the home
vector? In dung beetles, the suggested similarity of current-heading
encoding would allow the navigational control circuitry that uses this
information to be laid out in a similar way as well. Different from
homing, the beetle’s intended heading is a random direction (Byrne
et al., 2003; el Jundi et al., 2016). The ball-rolling direction is chosen
when the beetle performs a short circular dance on top of its freshly
formed dung ball, just before embarking on its trip (Fig. 2B) (el Jundi
et al., 2016). During this time, the beetles take a celestial snapshot, i.e.
memorize the current configuration of all available celestial cues.
Whenever the beetle is disturbed during the subsequent trip, it repeats
this dance to realign itself with the originally chosen direction (el
Jundi et al., 2016). These animals thus have to store a single angle
within the reference frame provided by the available celestial
information. Although this desired direction does not contain any
distance information, it nevertheless resembles the angular
component of the home vector resulting from path integration. It
therefore seems conceivable that the same neurons proposed to
encode the home vector as a population-coded activity bump across
the FB columns (CPU4) also have this function in dung beetles. How
could the activity bump in these neurons be created during the
beetle’s orientation dance? While the answer is unknown, one can
speculate that the activity pattern generated by the heading code in the
PB is transferred to CPU4 cells in a randomly chosen moment during
the dance. Similar to the home vector, this activity bump would be
maintained by the recurrent CPU4 connections between noduli and
the PB (Fig. 6B). To allow the imprinting of the current heading onto
the CPU4 population, the dance behaviour would have to generate a
short sensitive period, e.g. by causing the release of neuromodulators
that facilitate synaptic transmission between the head-direction cells
and the CPU4 cells.

In the context of migration, the described path integration model
also suggests a possibility of how a genetically fixed migratory

Fig. 3. Compass encoding in the insect CX. (A) Brain of the tropical bee
Megalopta genalis. Highlighted are neuropils involved in compass encoding
(CX, lateral complex, AOTU) as well as the pathway for processing polarized
skylight (POL pathway) (data from Zeller et al., 2015; Pfeiffer and Kinoshita,
2012). (B–E) Brains with highlighted navigation-relevant regions for dung
beetle (B), monarch butterfly (C), bogong moth (D) and desert locust (E). Data
are from Immonen et al. (2017), Heinze et al. (2013), de Vries et al. (2017) and
el Jundi et al. (2009). Images are from www.insectbraindb.org. (F) Neurons
involved in processing of compass cues in the dung beetle (images courtesy of
B. el Jundi). (G) Top: representation of the angles of polarized skylight in the
PB columns of the locust (Heinze andHomberg, 2007). Bottom: corresponding
mapping of body orientation of Drosophila with respect to surrounding
landmarks (Seelig and Jayaraman, 2015). (H) Tracking of heading directions in
Drosophila: asymmetrical activity in the P-EN neurons (CL2 in other insects) of
the right and left PB hemispheres during turning shifts the E-PG neuron-
encoded activity bump in the EB, allowing angular integration of body rotations.
Arrowheads indicate directional tunings of E-PG neurons. Adapted fromGreen
et al. (2017). AOTU, anterior optic tubercle; AOTU-LUC, lower unit complex of
the AOTU; AOTU-UU, upper unit of the AOTU; BU, bulb; DRA, dorsal rim area;
DRME, dorsal rim medulla; EB, ellipsoid body; FB, fan-shaped body; GA, gall;
GNG, gnathal ganglion; INP, inferior neuropil; LAL, lateral accessory lobe;
LLAL, lower lateral accessory lobe; LU, lower unit; NO, noduli; PB,
protocerebral bridge; ULAL, upper lateral accessory lobe.
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heading might be encoded in the CX. It could involve the same
CPU4 neurons suggested to encode the home vector. In migrants, a
CPU4-mediated desired heading would have to be genetically fixed
to always point towards the migratory target. In theory, this could be
realized by sinusoidally adjusting the weights of the CPU4 output
synapses. Any cell receiving their population activity would sense
an activity bump, even though the ongoing activity of each CPU4
cell would be identical because of shared, flight-driven optic-flow
input (Fig. 6C) (Heinze, 2017). To reverse the target direction for
the return migration, the synaptic weight distribution across the FB
columns could be inverted by external stimuli during the resting

period. Indeed, in monarch butterflies, the reversal of their
migratory direction is triggered by exposure to cold temperatures,
mimicking conditions in their overwintering grounds (Guerra and
Reppert, 2013).

During long-range migration, using celestial cues as a reference for
determining headings presents an additional problem that can be
solved in one of several ways using the presentedmodel. The position
of celestial cues depends on the Earth’s rotation and thus on daytime.
If an animal were to simply follow the Sun, its apparent movement
throughout the day would lead the animal in circles. Therefore, the
Sun’s azimuth needs to be reinterpreted according to time of day to

Fig. 4. Convergence of sensory information in the CX as a basis for path integration. (A) Convergence of speed and direction input in the CX of the
beeMegalopta (left). CX location (green) in the brain is shown alongside polarized-light input pathway (purple arrows) and the likely route for optic flow information
(blue arrows). Inset: proposed cellular substrate for convergence for speed and direction inputs are the CPU4 columnar neurons, one of which is depicted
(green). At least 18 CPU4 cells exist for each CX column. (B) Normalized mean activity of three TN2 ‘speed’ neurons in response to different velocities of
translational optic flow. Coloured circles, mean activity; grey circles, individual data points; solid lines, background activity ±s.d. Figure from Stone et al. (2017),
with permission from Elsevier. (C) The four TN neurons in the Megalopta CX possess four preferred expansion points of translational optic flow (as predicted
by local motion tunings), providing the basis for holonomic motion encoding; based on Stone et al. (2017).
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maintain a constant bearing (Fig. 2D). This means that either the
compass itself has to shift its zero-point relative to the Sun over the
course of the day (allowing the representation of the target direction to
remain constant), or the representation of the target direction would
have to shift with respect to the compass. Alternatively, the output of
the entire circuit could be modulated according to time of day.
Although a recent study models how the sun compass may be time

compensated (Shlizerman et al., 2016), it does not suggest a specific
neural substrate and it remains to be shown whether the neural
circuitry for representing current and desired headings is involved in
azimuth compensation.

Route following differs from the three behaviours already
described in that the navigational target is recorded in long-term
memory. These memories can last for a lifetime and have been
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proposed to reside in the mushroom body (Ardin et al., 2016). As no
direct connection exists between the mushroom bodies and the CX,
it is currently unknown whether or how this strategy can be aligned

with the above-described circuitry. In principle, however, during
route following the insect also has to match current and desired
headings. Given that the current heading is likely encoded in the PB
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Fig. 6. A common framework for encoding navigational decisions in the insect CX. (A) Illustration of how compass signals from the PB could be integrated
with a speed signal arriving at the noduli to produce a distributed representation of the home vector across FB columns during path integration, based on the
model by Stone et al. (2017). In the model, the home-vector memory resides in CPU4 neurons, which form recurrent connections between PB columns and the
NO. At least 18 individual CPU4 cells per column exist in bumblebees (Stone et al., 2017), suited to form local microcircuits to sustain a lasting, activity-based
working memory. CPU4 output in the FB could directly signal the desired heading to steering cells. (B) Similarly, a direction code can be achieved for straight-line
orientation in dung beetles (or menotactic orientation in random directions in general) by transferring the current heading signal from the PB to CPU4 neurons.
A modulatory signal, e.g. during the dung beetle dance, could trigger the imprinting of the direction code on the CPU4 population. Stability of the memory
over the time of the behaviour would require several CPU4 neurons per column. (C) Adjusting synaptic weights between CPU4 and CPU1 cells in a sinusoidal
manner would allow genetic encoding of migratory directions. Evenly distributed activity across all CPU4 cells (driven by optic flow input) would signal
an activity bump to the CPU1 cells according to synaptic weight distribution, guiding the animal towards the migratory heading upon deviation. (D) A similar
mechanism could be used for route following based on memorized visual snapshots. If the current view of the animal matches a memorized snapshot, the
resulting positive valence output from the memory centres (e.g. mushroom body) could serve as trigger to imprint the current view as a temporary desired
heading (Collett and Collett, 2018). (E) Based on the path integration model by Stone et al. (2017), we propose a simplified circuit, lacking memory, speed
input and the large number of CPU4 cells as possible ancestral circuit, suited to store a copy of the current heading representation in CPU4 neurons for a short
amount of time. In case of disturbance, the original heading can be regained via the CPU1-based steeringmechanism, using the information stored in CPU4 cells.
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and steering likely involves the CX output, it would be most
parsimonious to assume that the desired heading for route following
is also encoded in the FB columns (Fig. 6E). Indeed, tangential FB
input neurons possess dendrites in regions of the brain that receive
mushroom body output projections (Heinze et al., 2013; Young and
Armstrong, 2010). These output cells of the mushroom body
generally encode the valence of a sensory cue, i.e. indicatewhether a
perceived cue had been associated with a positive or negative
experience (Aso et al., 2014). During route following, this would
mean that whenever the image similarity between the current view
and a remembered view is high, the output would signal a positive
valence, which could be interpreted as a trigger to fix the current
heading, e.g. based on skylight polarization or visual landmarks, as
goal direction (Collett and Collett, 2018). A positive match could
thus trigger an imprinting of the current head-direction activity
pattern in the PB onto the population of CPU4 neurons in the FB in a
way similar to that proposed for the dung beetle (Fig. 6E).

Navigational steering
Across all strategies, once the navigating animal has determined its
desired and current headings, it has to steer to compensate
mismatches. During homing via path integration, steering
commands have been proposed to originate in the CX output cells
(CPU1). These neurons are anatomically suited to combine the
signals of CPU4 memory neurons with the input from TB1 compass
neurons (Figs 5A–C and 7B; Stone et al., 2017), thereby comparing

activity patterns representing the current and desired headings. As
the projection pattern of CPU1 cells is shifted by at least one column
with respect to CPU4 neurons (in opposite directions in each
hemisphere) (Heinze and Homberg, 2008; Wolff et al., 2015), the
comparison of TB1 and CPU4 activity patterns will lead to an
imbalance in the total activation of CPU1 cells between the right and
the left hemispheres, whenever the two activity patterns are not
aligned (Stone et al., 2017). This uneven activation will cause
steering into the direction that will push the animal back towards its
goal (Fig. 5).

Although this direct impact of CPU1 cells on steering is
hypothetical, two findings support the proposed model. First, data
from cockroaches have revealed direct effects of CX neurons on
turning behaviour (Martin et al., 2015). And second, studies in the
moth Bombyx mori revealed that the LAL contains descending ‘flip-
flop’ cells that are directly involved in steering (Namiki and
Kanzaki, 2016; Olberg, 1983). These bi-stable neurons ‘flip’
between two activity states, a highly active one and a less active one,
in response to a pheromone pulse or a light flash, and the
contralateral flip-flop neuron is usually in the opposite state to the
ipsilateral one. As the flip-flop neurons project directly onto neck
motor neurons, each flip of activity leads to changed activity of the
neck motor neurons, which ultimately leads to a head turn (Mishima
and Kanzaki, 1998, 1999) (Fig. 7C). Flip-flop neurons have so far
only been shown to be involved in short-distance pheromone
following, where they underlie the zig-zagging trajectory the male
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moth uses to follow a female’s pheromone trail. However, they are
also ideally suited to transform the activity imbalance between the
right and left CPU1 populations (CX output) into a steering decision
during homing, straight-line orientation and for long-distance
migration (Namiki and Kanzaki, 2016). Moreover, the possible
convergence of path integration memory and the desired heading for
route following on the same CPU1 neurons would also allow
dynamic weighting of the target directions signalled by both
strategies during homing.

Elementary navigation decisions as ancestral function
of the CX?
As outlined above, navigation can be broken down into elementary
decisions. At eachmoment in time, the animal has to decidewhether
a right turn or a left turn will bring its current heading in better
alignment with its target direction. This applies equally to straight-
line orientation, long-range navigation, homing by path integration
or homing by route following. The main difference between
navigation strategies is how the desired heading is computed
(Fig. 6A–D). Once a neural representation of that direction exists,
the process of comparing it with the current heading and the
generation of steering commands faces the same constraints and,
therefore, could be solved in a similar way. This suggests that, in
principle, the circuit motifs found in the CX could be the basis for
elementary navigational decisions.
Given that all main types of CX cells known from across species

are required for the outlined circuit to function, the computation it
performs likely emerged when the CX evolved as a neuropil and
might constitute the principle computation of this brain area since
the origin of insects. However, it is difficult to conceive that the
complex navigational strategies of today’s insects are equally
ancient. What relevance could this circuit have had when it
originally evolved?
We propose that elementary navigation decisions were the prime

challenge faced by early arthropods. Having evolved keen senses
and matching motor abilities, purely reflex-driven chains of
automatic movements would not have put these new abilities to
adequate use. Planned, target-directed navigation became
necessary, a task achievable by a simplified CX path integration
circuit (Fig. 6E). Whenever the animal moves into a specific
direction (towards or relative to a visual feature), the heading signal
of the PB would be transferred to a recurrent circuit formed by the
CPU4 cells. The resulting activity bump resonating between the PB
and the noduli would be more stable than the actual heading
direction bump in the PB, and mismatches between the two could be
compared by the CPU1 steering cells. Upon deviation from the
stored direction, the circuit would push the movement direction
back on track, an idea that is consistent with the findings
surrounding the principle of insect ‘turn alternation’ (e.g. Dingle,
1964). Without sophisticated working memory implemented in the
CPU4 circuit, the stored activity bump would only allow the insect
to return to the original course for a short time, and a new target
would be followed once the previous memory has faded. This
would enable a strategy during which an early insect could have
explored its environment in a series of short, straight movements,
selecting targets based on its sensory abilities and species-specific
preferences (Fig. 6E).
Given the fundamental nature of elementary navigational

decisions and the existence of unpaired midline neuropils beyond
insects (Homberg, 2008; Thoen et al., 2017), this circuit might have
even preceded the CX. A simpler circuit with lower spatial
resolution than the one resulting from the population code based

on eight static reference vectors found in today’s insect CX would
still have enabled navigation decisions, albeit with less precision.
Systematically exploring the structure and function of CX circuits
in basal insects and more distantly related arthropods could thus
lead the way towards identifying the origins of elementary
behavioural decisions.
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